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Skimming

Primary goal:

Centrally produce analyst friendly data and MC 
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Skim Confluence page
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*shamelessly stolen again borrowed from Jake Bennett’s DP talk at 2022 Belle II Summer Workshop 4
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Skims!



Analysis Skims

● Produced as udst, using mdst as input

○ udst = mdst information + analysis-level 

information

● Analysis-level information:

○ Particle objects

○ Vertex fit results (covariance matrices)

○ Information from full B and D reconstruction

○ Continuum suppression

○ & other complex algorithms

● That means more information in smaller files!

7Image from Jake’s DP talk last year

Skims are meant to provide analysis-oriented MC and data in reduced sizes

Result: Faster processing for analysts 



Analysis Skims

Skims are defined in specially formatted python scripts that are essentially just basf2 

steering files, written by analysts or working groups to meet their specific physics needs.

There are some requirements the skim group imposes to allow for successful grid 

production:

● Event retention must be <10% (with few exceptions)

● Processing time must be <2.95 HS06 per event

● Log files must be < 30 MB

● Maximum memory usage cannot exceed 2 GB

● Avg. candidate multiplicity should be below 20
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Analysis Skims - Current status 
● ~60 analysis skims produced this campaign (MC15/proc13)

● Fully available for data (proc13+buckets) and MC15ri

● MC15rd partially available (almost done!)

● Check Confluence for production status
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A quick note on “Combined Skims”

From a production standpoint, we use something called Combined Skims

As the name implies, this is a group of skims (typically 5-15) that are combined into a single 
production in order to ease the number of productions required in a campaign. 

Nothing is affected in terms of output (each skim still has their own separate output), they just 
share a production number. 

You can imagine of the number of productions needed if we submitted every skim individually. 
For example, for MC15rd:

● 60 skims
● 14 MCtypes 
● 14 experiments 
● 60*14*14 = ~12k productions 
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Skim names and skim codes
● Each skim is given a plain language name, and an eight digit skim code.
●
● There is a method for devising a skim code, based on the physics of the skim*.
●
● You can find the skim code on Confluence, Sphinx, or in registry.py on gitlab

Some examples:
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Skim Name Skim Code

feiSL 11180600

TDCPV_ccs 13160200

TauLFV 18360100

* https://confluence.desy.de/display/BI/Skim+Expert+Page

https://confluence.desy.de/display/BI/Skim+Expert+Page


bucket30 skim disk usage

mdst numbers for comparison:

bucket30 (all): 1.5 TB 

bucket30 (hadron): 670 GB

Notice:

● Even the biggest skims are 
~10% of mdst file size. 

●
● Many skims are < 5%
●
● WG strategies differ: some 

have a few large skims, 
some have many small 
skims
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Understanding skims 

There are two primary sources for information on what cuts & selection skims make, 
as well as what information they output:

1. Source code on gitlab 
i. Best - full information and always up to date
ii. Easily check specific releases 

2. Sphinx Documentation
i. Good for general information and tutorials 

It is important for analysts to understand the skim they are using to make sure that it 
is aligned with their analysis goals. 

We will now do a quick walk through of skim content on gitlab and Sphinx 
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Skim package - gitlab
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Skim package - gitlab
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Note: sometimes you might want to look at a specific release

For example, if you want to see the skim cuts for a skim that 
was already produced on a given release



Skim package - gitlab
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Skim package - gitlab
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Skim package - gitlab
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Registry.py
All skims are registered with their skim code in our skim registry.

Good place to look up skim codes and see what skims exist.
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Registry.py
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Skim package - gitlab
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Standard lists
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Standard lists are pre-defined particle lists for use by skims.



Standard lists
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Example of charm.py



Skim package - gitlab
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Skim package - gitlab
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This is where all 
skims are defined! 



Random example from btocharm.py 
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Skim Documentation - Sphinx

27https://software.belle2.org/

https://software.belle2.org/


Skim Documentation - Sphinx
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Beginners’ Tutorial - Sphinx
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Skim Documentation - Sphinx
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Skim Documentation - Sphinx
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Skim Documentation - Sphinx
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Running a skim locally with basf2

Two ways of running a skim locally (I strongly recommend option 1)

1. Using the basf2 command b2skim-run
2. Incorporating some lines of code into your analysis script

Option 1:

b2skim-run single MySkim -i SomeFile.mdst.root

Where MySkim is just the name of the skim (e.g. feiSL, BtoXgamma, BtoD0h_hh, etc.)

Optional arguments:

● Output filename: -o outputFileName.udst.root 
● Number of events to run on: -n 1000
● Indicate if you are running on data (so MC quantities aren’t saved): --data
● Analysis globaltag (Needed for FEI to use correct FEI training):        

--analysis-globatag analysis_tools_light-2212-foldex 
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Running a skim locally with basf2
Option 2: Incorporating some lines of code into your analysis script (Only for experts!)

Warning: There are some technical subtleties here. Once skim(path) gets called, if you want to do 
further reconstruction/variablesToNtuple using the particleLists from the skim you have to use 
path=skim.postskim_path (but b2.process must call the main path at the end)

After skim(path) has been called, the skim list names are stored in the Python list skim.SkimLists

34https://software.belle2.org/light-2305-korat/sphinx/skim/doc/04-experts.html#building-skim-lists-in-a-steering-file

Note: you can also use 

skim = MySkim(udstOutput=False) 

so udst files aren’t produced and 
you just have your nTuples. 

https://software.belle2.org/light-2305-korat/sphinx/skim/doc/04-experts.html#building-skim-lists-in-a-steering-file


Skim Flags

When a skim is added to the path, an entry is added to the event extra info to indicate 
whether an event passes the skim or not (see below link)

These can be used to gather information about which events pass the skim.                      
Note: Skim Flags can be used on the main path.

35https://software.belle2.org/light-2305-korat/sphinx/skim/doc/04-experts.html#building-skim-lists-in-a-steering-file

https://software.belle2.org/light-2305-korat/sphinx/skim/doc/04-experts.html#building-skim-lists-in-a-steering-file


Running a skim on the grid with gbasf2

Very easy, just use the basf2 command b2skim-generate:

b2skim-generate MySkim -o MySkim.py

Where MySkim is the name of your skim (e.g. feiSL, BtoXgamma, BtoD0h_hh, etc.)

Use -h flag to get more information about the command, or see Sphinx (link below)

Then just use gbasf2 as usual with mySkim.py as your steering file

36https://software.belle2.org/light-2305-korat/sphinx/skim/doc/04-experts.html#b2skim-generate-generate-skim-steering-files

https://software.belle2.org/light-2305-korat/sphinx/skim/doc/04-experts.html#b2skim-generate-generate-skim-steering-files


Finding your skim
3 ways to find your skims:

1. Dataset searcher on DIRAC (web version)
i. https://dirac.cc.kek.jp:8443/DIRAC/

2. Dataset searcher via command line (gbasf2 environment)

3. Collections
i. Recommended!
ii. … but still early stages so not available for all skims yet
iii. Available upon request (email Trevor/Racha)
iv. https://confluence.desy.de/display/BI/Skim+Information+for+Analysts#SkimInformationforAnaly

sts-SkimCollections:
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https://dirac.cc.kek.jp:8443/DIRAC/
https://confluence.desy.de/display/BI/Skim+Information+for+Analysts#SkimInformationforAnalysts-SkimCollections:
https://confluence.desy.de/display/BI/Skim+Information+for+Analysts#SkimInformationforAnalysts-SkimCollections:


Finding your skim - DSS on DIRAC
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https://dirac.cc.kek.jp:8443/DIRAC/

https://dirac.cc.kek.jp:8443/DIRAC/


Finding your skim - DSS on DIRAC
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https://dirac.cc.kek.jp:8443/DIRAC/


Finding your skim - DSS on DIRAC
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https://dirac.cc.kek.jp:8443/DIRAC/
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Finding your skim - DSS on DIRAC
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https://dirac.cc.kek.jp:8443/DIRAC/

https://dirac.cc.kek.jp:8443/DIRAC/


Finding your skim - DSS via command line

● Alternatively, you can use the command line version when you are set up in gbasf2 
environment:

○ On kekcc: source /cvmfs/belle.kek.jp/grid/gbasf2/pro/setup.sh
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gb2_ds_search dataset --data_type data --data_level udst --campaign proc13 --general_skim hadron           
--beam_energy 4S --release release-06-01-12 --skim_decay 11180600



Finding your skim - Collections
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Finding your skim - Collections
In gbasf2 environment: 

gb2_ds_search collection --list_datasets /belle/collection/Data/proc13prompt_skim_11180600_noEcl
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Summary

● Skims are analysis-oriented data and MC

● They contain more information than mdst, but have less events 

● Meaning your analysis will run much quicker if using skims! 

● There is a lot of work to be done on skims & we are always looking for more help! 

■ Contact Trevor, Racha, Stefano, or Umberto if interested
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More questions? Great resources:

Confluence pages: https://confluence.desy.de/display/BI/Skim+main+page

B2questions: https://questions.belle2.org/questions/

Mailing list:  dataprod-skim@belle2.org, dataprod@belle2.org

Basf2 documentation (Sphinx):  https://software.belle2.org/ (checkout the beginners’ tutorial 3.4.12 and Skims)

Collection Summary: https://confluence.desy.de/display/BI/Collection+summary (skims at bottom)

Gitlab (source code): https://gitlab.desy.de/belle2/software/basf2/-/tree/main/skim

FEI: https://software.belle2.org/light-2305-korat/sphinx/online_book/basf2/fei.html

DIRAC (for dataset searcher) : https://dirac.cc.kek.jp:8443/DIRAC/
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